A Magnetic Sensor For Ever
y Application
Magnetic Sensors offer the highest degree of reliability and are typically used in elevators to position and guide the
cab . They easily lend themselves to harsh industrial environments providing far super
ior sensing distances than
inductive proximity switches . for a fraction of the cost . In some applications , one of our sensors can even replace two
proximity or limit switches. Contact us with your application , today .
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North
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South
polarity

The 2 N .O . contacts close in the presence of
the magnet and re-open in its absence
.

Without the magnet , the contacts are in their
normal state - in this case , 1N .O + 1N .C .

In the presence of the magnet , the contacts are
activated - the N .O . closes and the N .C . opens .
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polarity

BISTABLE or LATCHED CONT
ACTS

POLARIZED
The magnet’ s South Pole activates both cont acts.

When a North P olarized sensor is used , the magnet ’s North
Pole activates the output . The South P ole has no effect . The
opposite is true of South P olarized sensors .

Without the magnet , only the bi-stable cont act
remains closed

DOUBLE POL
ARIZATION

It now takes a magnet’ s North Pole to switch the
Bist able cont act of f and energize the S tandard
contact.

South

In Double P olarized sensors with two contacts , the
first contact is activated in the presence of the
magnet ’s South Pole while the second contact is
activated by a magnet ’s North Pole.

Without the presence of the magnet, both
contacts are once again in their N.O. st ate.
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